
EZVIZ has exciting deals for its all-year-around best-sellers, so 

you can refresh your smart home with extra peace-of-mind and 

convenience 

If you’re planning a spring trip with family and need an extra eye 

on your home, EZVIZ gets you covered with some very affordable 

smart home security gadgets. 

 

April 1, 2022 – EZVIZ, a global leader in smart home security, 

announced its big, special sale to help people build a safer, 

smarter, and sweeter home this spring. Running from April 1st to 

14th on Amazon, the ongoing EZVIZ promotion is ideal for 

anyone who is geeky about home security, or who wants to 

spend their home renovation budget well. EZVIZ offers a wide 

range of deals with discounts of up to 41%, from their best-

selling indoor and outdoor cameras of all times, to the newly 

launched battery cameras.  

 

It’s simply the best time for you to stock on EZVIZ products. As 

the spring is finally here with opportunities for outdoor 

gatherings, it’s important to make sure your home is safe and 

sound even when you are out for some fresh air. EZVIZ’s feature-

rich cameras can be your trusted baby monitor, nanny camera, 



pet camera, and home security guard. 

  

Here are the top EZVIZ deals that you shall not miss:  

 

 BC2 Indoor Battery Camera - Now £51.99, was £69.99 

A brand-new, modern gadget that makes indoor protection and 

communications easier and more enjoyable. It features a stylish, 

space-grey appearance, a built-in rechargeable battery and a 

magnetic base to go around any corner of your home. With 

1080p resolution, smart motion detection, and two-way talk, it 

covers basically all the essential features you need for indoor 

security. 

 

 BC1C Outdoor Battery Camera - Now £74.99, was £99.99 

An all-in-one outdoor camera that frees you from complex wiring 

and installation. Fully battery-powered to run up to 210 days on 

a full charge, the BC1C inherits EZVIZ's leading technologies of 

human motion detection, color night vision, active defense. 

Simply put, it’s the go-to, safe option for even smart home 

beginners who’re choosing their first security camera. 

 

 C8C Lite Outdoor Pan & Tilt Camera - Now £64.99, was £89.99 

https://amzn.to/3tZIukR
https://amzn.to/3qUbAjw
https://amzn.to/377AIMv


A single camera that sees all with almost zero blind spot. 

Extremely accessible for families who need to watch over open 

areas like backyard or garage entrance, the camera is motorized 

to take in the 360-degree video in crisp 1080p, and is AI-powered 

to detect people’s movements in particular.  

 

For more sweet, special discounts and offers, please visit the 

EZVIZ Store. Users can also tag and share #EZVIZmoments on 

social media to join the celebration. 

 

About EZVIZ 

Since 2013, EZVIZ is dedicated to putting “easy vision” in every 

home – that is, we strive to build simple yet powerful smart home 

devices and appliances to provide visual protection and tangible 

joy to every family. A global leader in smart home security, EZVIZ 

empowers the future of smart, connected living through 

relentless tech innovations, reliable high-quality products and 

trustworthy cloud services. With footprint in more than 130 

countries, we've been trusted by millions of users and families.  

https://amzn.to/3NGXdsL

